
Activity 4 – Teaching Methods 

Target:  Computer technical staff that management an enterprise computer system environment 

Course:  Desktop System Administrations – Enterprise Management of Computer Desktops 

Description:  This course will allow system administrators to effectively and efficiently plan and 

management the following: client life cycle strategy, standard desktop image, client configuration, 

Windows deployment, designing application packages for deployment and identify and resolve 

deployment, and also client configuration issues. 

Prerequisite:  Technical staff should have a minimum of three years of experience installing, 

configuration and administrating computers in Windows networked environment.  In addition, 

candidate should have experience deploying application packages and operating systems. 

 

At the completion of the three chapters, technical staff should be able to… 

 Chapter 1: Planning and managing a workstation life cycle strategy 

o Teaching Methods:  for the following objectives, a blend of the teaching methods can 

be utilize, virtual-classroom e-learning and referring to learning resources.  The first 

chapter looks at the conceptual of planning the course of action to take.  It is the 

understanding of the material that is important, not the tasks. 

 Technical computer staff may have odd working hours to provide coverage for a 

large organization.  To be able to accommodate the scattered schedules from 

various learners both local and remote locations, can be done by using online 

meeting tools.  The learners are already in the technical field and understand 

how the virtual classroom works.  This will reduce anxiety experience from the 

learner because of familiarity. 

 In addition to virtual classroom e-learning, referring to learning resources is 

another good choice.  Attempting to keep up-to-date with merging technology 

is a big challenge.  When the teacher sends learners online existing resources is 

a good way to stay current.  By having a starting point, resource, the learners 

can dive deep into the subject matter.  External resources can help with Decide 

objective, i.e., planning for best practices. 

o Primary Objectives 

 Applications and operating systems; activation method; KMS vs. MAK; 

prerequisites; choosing a SKU; licensing infrastructure; licensing compliance 

audits; inventory audits; virtualization licensing considerations 

 Making recommendations for licensing strategy and compliance 

 Application updates and operating system updates; evaluating and approving 

software updates; enterprise applications; designing an update strategy; 

choosing an update tool; planning and deploying a service pack; schedule 

considerations; network considerations; test updates; auditing for security 

compliance 



 Analyzing existing hardware environment; determining which systems meet 

minimum requirements; tradeoffs of physical vs. VDI environment 

 Network load considerations; disk space; direct connection vs. brokered 

connection; determining a VHD strategy; choosing 32 bit vs. 64 bit 

o Secondary Objectives 

 Recognizing single operating system activation form a baseline to enterprise 

level activation 

 Understanding a small scale strategy and apply strategy to implement with 

enterprise or large scale implementation 

 Chapter 2: Designing a standard desktop image 

o Teaching Methods:  the following objectives in chapter 2 are Decide, Do, and Know 

objectives.  Again, the teaching method of referring to learning resources can be use.  

This method has it risks too.  Lacking self-discipline from the learners can hinder 

learning.  If the leaners do not have a strong foundation knowledge to understand from 

the referred resources, this method of learning can fail.  On the other hand, various 

levels of leaners can benefit from taking advantage of the introductory resources 

available and the more advanced leaners are able to dive deep into the subject matter 

without having to wait on the less knowledgeable learners. 

o Primary Objectives 

 Identifying operating system and enterprise applications that will be included 

with the standard image; thick, thin, or hybrid 

 Role-based or geographic-based images vs. single core image; image localization 

 Identifying applications to be installed; identifying features and components to 

be enabled or disabled 

 Testing the customized image 

 Performance optimization; security considerations; efficiency; offline servicing 

vs. online or post-image updates; re-creating; recapturing 

o Secondary Objective 

 Knowing the importance of a standard image and applying it to a common 

dominator in an enterprise environment 

 Recognize the important of customization that can be applied to a large number 

of systems  

 Chapter 3: Designing workstation configurations 

o Teaching Methods:  the following objectives in this chapter 3 deal with more advanced 

Do and Know objectives.  Technical staffs are more prone to be frustrated and unable to 

complete the objectives.  For the advanced concepts in this chapter, the physical-

classroom learning method would be ideal.  The face-to-face activities of computer labs 

to perform these tasks can be very beneficial.  The teacher and leaners are able to work 

together in real time, troubleshooting issues and answering questions, also reinforcing 

the learning process.  When objectives deal with designing, there is not one set way to 

do things.  These objectives deal with Know, Believe and Do.  The teacher can observe 

the learners’ body language to detect frustration and confusion on a particular subject 

matter.  Using the physical-classroom learning is ideal when the technical staffs are 

housed on the same campus, removing the need to travel. 



o Primary Objectives 

 Choosing methods, including logon scripts, startup scripts, and Group Policy 

 Designing profiles; designing error reporting; designing audit policy 

 Application control policies; encryption; stopping unnecessary services; 

designing firewall rules 

 Defining anti-malware settings; changes to Kerberos and NTLM; configuring user 

rights; defining UAC policy; designing a security template for system lockdown 

 Defining account policies; designing security standards for removable storage 

 Defining security zones; cache location; branding; in-private mode; restricting or 

allowing plug-ins; add-ons; privacy policy; browser protected mode 

o Secondary Objectives 

 Understanding of the end users to create special scripts to do mass changes and 

implementation 

 Identify the errors from a local machine and applying a correction to an 

enterprise environment 


